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Life in a Late Medieval City
An introduction to the life of towns and cities in the medieval period, this book shows how medieval towns grew to become
important centers of trade and liberty. Beginning with a look at the Roman Empire's urban legacy, the author delves into
urban planning or lack thereof; the urban way of life; the church in the city; city government; urban crafts and urban trade,
health, wealth, and welfare; and the city in history. Annotated primary documents like Domesday Book, sketches of street
life, and descriptions of fairs and markets bring the period to life, and extended biographical sketches of towns, regions,
and city-dwellers provide readers with valuable detail. In addition, 26 maps and illustrations, an annotated bibliography,
glossary, and index round out the work. After a long decline in urban life following the fall of the Roman Empire, towns
became centers of trade and of liberty during the medieval period. Here, the author describes how, as Europe stabilized
after centuries of strife, commerce and the commercial class grew, and urban areas became an important source of
revenue into royal coffers. Towns enjoyed various levels of autonomy, and always provided goods and services unavailable
in rural areas. Hazards abounded in towns, though. Disease, fire, crime and other hazards raised mortality rates in urban
environs. Designed as an introduction to life of towns and cities in the medieval period, eminent historian Norman Pounds
brings to life the many pleasures, rewards, and dangers city-dwellers sought and avoided. Beginning with a look at the
Roman Empire's urban legacy, Pounds delves into Urban Planning or lack thereof; The Urban Way of Life; The Church in the
City; City Government; Urban Crafts and Urban Trade, Health, Wealth, and Welfare; and The City in History. Annotated
primary documents like Domesday Book, sketches of street life, and descriptions of fairs and markets bring the period to
life, and extended biographical sketches of towns, regions, and city-dwellers provide readers with valuable detail. In
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addition, 26 maps and illustrations, an annotated bibliography, glossary, and index round out the work.

The Growth of the Medieval City
[This] substantial bookmakes an important and stimulating contribution. MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY

The Later Medieval City, 1300-1500
"Sandwich was once one of the great ports of medieval England. It possessed the special privileges of a Cinque Port, was
strategically placed to serve successive monarchs as a military and naval base for their overseas expeditions, and its
trading activities extended far and wide. The town still displays signs of those prosperous centuries: an unchanged street
plan, a virtually intact circuit of town walls, three parish churches, parts of three hospitals and an exceptionally large
number of well-preserved medieval houses." "Evidence from standing structures, the archaeological record, and extensive
documentary sources has been combined to trace Sandwich's development through the ages. New light has been shed on
the location of the earliest settlement, the changes to the harbour and anchorage, the reasons for the unusual street
pattern, and the relationship between town and royal castle. A survey of almost one hundred medieval houses brings out
their urban form, and in conjunction --

Daily Life in the Middle Ages
Illustrations depicting everyday life in the Middle Ages are accompanied by brief text.

Daily Life in Medieval Times
The reissue of Joseph and Frances Gies’s classic bestseller on life in medieval villages. This new reissue of Life in a Medieval
Village, by respected historians Joseph and Frances Gies, paints a lively, convincing portrait of rural people at work and at
play in the Middle Ages. Focusing on the village of Elton, in the English East Midlands, the Gieses detail the agricultural
advances that made communal living possible, explain what domestic life was like for serf and lord alike, and describe the
central role of the church in maintaining social harmony. Though the main focus is on Elton, c. 1300, the Gieses supply
enlightening historical context on the origin, development, and decline of the European village, itself an invention of the
Middle Ages. Meticulously researched, Life in a Medieval Village is a remarkable account that illustrates the captivating
world of the Middle Ages and demonstrates what it was like to live during a fascinating—and often misunderstood—era.
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The Jew, the Cathedral and the Medieval City
This ground-breaking volume brings together contributions from scholars across a range of disciplines (including literary
studies, history, geography and archaeology) to investigate questions of space, place and identity in the medieval city.
Using Chester as a case study – with attention to its location on the border between England and Wales, its rich multilingual culture and surviving material fabric – the essays seek to recover the experience and understanding of the urban
space by individuals and groups within the medieval city, and to offer new readings from the vantage-point of twenty-first
century disciplinary and theoretical perspectives. The volume includes new interpretations of well-known sources and
features such as the Chester Whistun Plays and the city’s Rows and walls, but also includes discussions of less-studied
material such as Lucian’s In Praise of Chester – one of the earliest examples of urban encomium from England and an
important text for understanding the medieval city – and the wealth of medieval Welsh poetry relating to Chester. Certain
key themes emerge across the essays within this volume, including relations between the Welsh and English, formulations
of centre and periphery, nation and region, different kinds of ‘mapping’ and the visual and textual representation of place,
borders and boundaries, uses of the past in the production of identity, and the connections between discourses of gender
and space. The volume seeks to generate conversation and debate amongst scholars of different disciplines, working across
different locations and periods, and to open up directions for future work on space, place and identity in the medieval city.

A Common Stage
Every aspect of life in a prosperous thirteenth-century city is explored in this representative study of Troyes in 1250 A.D.

The Death and Life of Great American Cities
"A rousing, funny, feminist workplace fantasy that also takes a frank look at modern poverty." – Kirkus Moxie meets A
Knight’s Tale as Kit Sweetly slays sexism, bad bosses, and bad luck to become a knight at a medieval-themed restaurant.
Working as a Wench—i.e. waitress—at a cheesy medieval-themed restaurant in the Chicago suburbs, Kit Sweetly dreams of
being a Knight like her brother. She has the moves, is capable on a horse, and desperately needs the raise that comes with
knighthood, so she can help her mom pay the mortgage and hold a spot at her dream college. Company policy allows only
guys to be Knights. So when Kit takes her brother’s place, clobbers the Green Knight, and reveals her identity at the end of
the show, she rockets into internet fame and a whole lot of trouble with the management. But this Girl Knight won’t go
down without a fight. As other Wenches and cast members join her quest, a protest forms. In a joust before Castle
executives, they’ll prove that gender restrictions should stay medieval—if they don’t get fired first.
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The Medieval City
From acclaimed historians Frances and Joseph Gies comes the reissue of this definitive classic on medieval castles, which
was a source for George R.R. Martin’s Game of Thrones series. “Castles are crumbly and romantic. They still hint at an age
more colorful and gallant than our own, but are often debunked by boring people who like to run on about drafts and
grumble that the latrines did not work. Joseph and Frances Gies offer a book that helps set the record straight—and keeps
the romance too.”—Time A widely respected academic work and a source for George R.R. Martin’s Game of Thrones, Joseph
and Frances Gies’s bestselling Life in a Medieval Castle remains a timeless work of popular medieval scholarship. Focusing
on Chepstow, an English castle that survived the turbulent Middle Ages with a relative lack of violence, the book offers an
exquisite portrait of what day-to-day life was actually like during the era, and of the key role the castle played. The Gieses
take us through the full cycle of a medieval year, dictated by the rhythms of the harvest. We learn what lords and serfs
alike would have worn, eaten, and done for leisure, and of the outside threats the castle always hoped to keep at bay. For
medieval buffs and anyone who wants to learn more about this fascinating era, Life in a Medieval Castle is as timely today
as when it was first published.

Medieval Cities
Urban ceremonial in the Middle Ages took various forms and served a number of different ends--private, collegial, political,
and religious. Broadly construed, urban ceremonial included public functions of multiple sorts. From private, but public,
celebrations of births, marriages, and deaths to the grand entries of rulers into cities, the spectacles were designed to
impress events on collective memory. - from the Introduction.

The Life and Medieval Times of Kit Sweetly
From acclaimed historians Frances and Joseph Gies comes the reissue of their classic book on day-to-day life in medieval
cities, which was a source for George R.R. Martin’s Game of Thrones series. Evoking every aspect of city life in the Middle
Ages, Life in a Medieval City depicts in detail what it was like to live in a prosperous city of Northwest Europe in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries. The year is 1250 CE and the city is Troyes, capital of the county of Champagne and site of two of
the cycle Champagne Fairs—the “Hot Fair” in August and the “Cold Fair” in December. European civilization has emerged
from the Dark Ages and is in the midst of a commercial revolution. Merchants and money men from all over Europe gather
at Troyes to buy, sell, borrow, and lend, creating a bustling market center typical of the feudal era. As the Gieses take us
through the day-to-day life of burghers, we learn the customs and habits of lords and serfs, how financial transactions were
conducted, how medieval cities were governed, and what life was really like for a wide range of people. For serious students
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of the medieval era and anyone wishing to learn more about this fascinating period, Life in a Medieval City remains a
timeless work of popular medieval scholarship.

Medieval Towns
Henri Pirenne is best known for his provocative argument--known as the "Pirenne thesis" and familiar to all students of
medieval Europe--that it was not the invasion of the Germanic tribes that destroyed the civilization of antiquity, but rather
the closing of Mediterranean trade by Arab conquest in the seventh century. The consequent interruption of long distance
commerce accelerated the decline of the ancient cities of Europe. Pirenne first formulated his thesis in articles and then
expanded on them in Medieval Cities. In the book Pirenne traces the growth of the medieval city from the tenth century to
the twelfth, challenging conventional wisdom by attributing the origins of medieval cities to the revival of trade. In addition,
Pirenne describes the clear role the middle class played in the development of the modern economic system and modern
culture. The "Pirenne thesis" was fully worked out in the book Mohammed and Charlemagne, which appeared shortly after
Pirenne's death. Pirenne was one of the world's leading historians and arguably the most famous Belgium had produced.
During World War I, while teaching at the University of Ghent, he was arrested for supporting Belgium's passive resistance
and deported to Germany, where he was held from 1916 to 1918. In 1922, universities in various parts of the United States
invited him to deliver lectures: out of these lectures grew Medieval Cities, which appeared in English translation before
being published in French in 1927.

Daily Life in the Medieval Islamic World
That traced the rise of the medieval European city system from late antiquity to the early fourteenth century; this offers a
portrait of the fully developed later medieval city in all its richness and complexity.

Animaltown
"A social history of the Islamic world from the eighth through the mid-thirteenth century, with a focus on life in the
cities"--Provided by publisher.

Life in a Mediæval City
"Life in a Mediæval City" by Edwin Benson. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered
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gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

The Logic of Political Conflict in Medieval Cities
A warm, intimate, and engrossing biography of Francesco di Marco Datini, who built a powerful mercantile network in
fourteenth-century Tuscany, and a peerless evocation of the sensations, personalities, and everyday struggles of Italian life
more than half a millennium in the past. “For God and Profit” is how the medieval merchant Francesco di Marco Datini
headed a notebook in which he kept track of his business dealings, and these were certainly his guiding lights. Born in the
1330s in the Tuscan town of Prato, the son of a poor taverner, Datini set out at the age of fifteen for Avignon, where, over
the course of the next thirty-five years, he made a fortune trading in arms, armor, artworks, wool, saffron, leather, silk, and
much more. Returning home, he expanded his operations, setting up offices all across the Mediterranean, which he oversaw
through an unceasing flow of correspondence. When he died, Datini asked that all his papers be preserved in his house, and
in 1870 they were found, a little worm-eaten and mouse-nibbled but largely intact, in a sack under the stairs. They are one
of the great records not only of medieval life but of the emergence of the modern commercial world. Drawing on this rich
archive, Iris Origo offers a wonderfully vivid account of Datini’s public and private worlds. The Merchant of Prato is a
masterpiece of modern narrative history.

Cities of Strangers
The first part of David Nicholas's massive two-volume study of the medieval city, this book is a major achievement in its
own right. (It is also fully self-sufficient, though many readers will want to use it with its equally impressive sequel which is
being published simultaneously.) In it, Professor Nicholas traces the slow regeneration of urban life in the early medieval
period, showing where and how an urban tradition had survived from late antiquity, and when and why new urban
communities began to form where there was no such continuity. He charts the different types and functions of the medieval
city, its interdependence with the surrounding countryside, and its often fraught relations with secular authority. The book
ends with the critical changes of the late thirteenth century that established an urban network that was strong enough to
survive the plagues, famines and wars of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Life in a Medieval Castle
From the time of its birth in Mecca in the 7th century C.E., Islam and the Islamic world rapidly expanded outward, extending
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to Spain and West Africa in the west, and to Central Asia and the Indian Subcontinent in the east. An examination of the
daily life in these Islamic regions provides insight into a civilized, powerful, and economically stable culture, where large
metropolitan centers such as Damascus, Baghdad, and Cairo thrived in many areas, including intellectual and scientific
inquiry. In contrast with medieval Europe, there is little common knowledge in the West of the culture and history of this
vibrant world, as different from our own in terms of the political, religious, and social values it possessed, as it is similar in
terms of the underlying human situation that supports such values. This book provides an intimate look into the daily life of
the medieval Islamic world, and is thus an invaluable resource for students and general readers alike interested in
understanding this world, so different, and yet so connected, to our own.

Urban Life in the Middle Ages
A magisterial history of the origins, reality, and legend of the knight Born out of the chaos of the early Middle Ages, the
armored and highly mobile knight revolutionized warfare and quickly became a mythic figure in history. From the Knights
Templars and English knighthood to the crusades and chivalry, The Knight in History, by acclaimed medievalist Frances
Gies, bestselling coauthor of Life in a Medieval Castle, paints a remarkable true picture of knighthood—exploring the
knight’s earliest appearance as an agent of lawless violence, his reemergence as a dynamic social entity, his eventual
disappearance from the European stage, and his transformation into Western culture’s most iconic hero.

Mapping the Medieval City
Thirty years after its publication, The Death and Life of Great American Cities was described by The New York Times as
"perhaps the most influential single work in the history of town planning.[It] can also be seen in a much larger context. It is
first of all a work of literature; the descriptions of street life as a kind of ballet and the bitingly satiric account of traditional
planning theory can still be read for pleasure even by those who long ago absorbed and appropriated the book's
arguments." Jane Jacobs, an editor and writer on architecture in New York City in the early sixties, argued that urban
diversity and vitality were being destroyed by powerful architects and city planners. Rigorous, sane, and delightfully
epigrammatic, Jacobs's small masterpiece is a blueprint for the humanistic management of cities. It is sensible,
knowledgeable, readable, indispensable. The author has written a new foreword for this Modern Library edition.

Mapping the Medieval City
" comprises peer-reviewed papers based on a conference held in 2008, 'Fauna and Medieval Urban Space', at the Medieval
Studies Department of the Central European University and organized by the editors "--Page 1.
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Life in a Medieval Castle and Village Coloring Book
A vast array of images and vignettes depicts the everyday hardships and commonplace pleasures of people living in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in a dawn-to-dark account of life in the late Middle Ages that captures the era's
religious, economic, institutional, educational, leisure, cultural, and social practices and institutions.

Life in a Medieval Village
An exploration of both private and public life in the Middle Ages covers society, the life cycle, material culture, life in
villages, castles, monasteries, and towns, and the medieval world, plus games, food, and music.

Medieval Practices of Space
The Oxford Handbook of Zooarchaeology
"Medieval Towns will become a standard sourcebook." - Martha Howell, Miriam Champion Professor of History, Columbia
University

A Day in a Medieval City
This illustrated text provides a detailed account of birth, marriage and death; food, clothing and housing; love and labour in
Europe during the Middle Ages.

Life in a Medieval City
Space, Place, and Motion offers the first sustained comparative examination of the relationship between confraternal life
and the spaces of the late medieval and early modern city.

Life in a Medieval City
This book sets out to show that during the Middle Ages, Rome could offer glories that were in their way equally significant.
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From the foundation of the great basilicas of the early Christian centuries to the first Jubilee of 1300, when crowds flocked
to the city from all over Europe, the city of Rome developed a civilization of unrivalled vigor and vitality.

The Medieval City Under Siege
This ground-breaking volume brings together contributions from scholars across a range of disciplines (including literary
studies, history, geography and archaeology) to investigate questions of space, place and identity in the medieval city.
Using Chester as a case study – with attention to its location on the border between England and Wales, its rich multilingual culture and surviving material fabric – the essays seek to recover the experience and understanding of the urban
space by individuals and groups within the medieval city, and to offer new readings from the vantage-point of twenty-first
century disciplinary and theoretical perspectives. The volume includes new interpretations of well-known sources and
features such as the Chester Whistun Plays and the city’s Rows and walls, but also includes discussions of less-studied
material such as Lucian’s In Praise of Chester – one of the earliest examples of urban encomium from England and an
important text for understanding the medieval city – and the wealth of medieval Welsh poetry relating to Chester. Certain
key themes emerge across the essays within this volume, including relations between the Welsh and English, formulations
of centre and periphery, nation and region, different kinds of ‘mapping’ and the visual and textual representation of place,
borders and boundaries, uses of the past in the production of identity, and the connections between discourses of gender
and space. The volume seeks to generate conversation and debate amongst scholars of different disciplines, working across
different locations and periods, and to open up directions for future work on space, place and identity in the medieval city.

The City
Describes the economic life of medieval cities, emphasizing the role of the middle class in developing commerce and
municipal institutions

The Knight in History
First full analysis of the rich records surviving from medieval English town courts.

Daily Life in Medieval Europe
In the late medieval period Chester was the most important place in north-western England, serving as administrative
centre of the county palatine and as the regional capital. This title reveals a city with its own distinctive character but one
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which shared the experiences of towns throughout medieval England.

Medieval Cities
Although life in the Middle Ages was not as comfortable and safe as it is for most people in industrialized countries today,
the term “Dark Ages” is highly misleading. The era was not so primitive and crude as depictions in film and literature would
suggest. Even during the worst years of the centuries immediately following the fall of Rome, the legacy of that civilization
survived. This book covers diet, cooking, housing, building, clothing, hygiene, games and other pastimes, fighting and
healing in medieval times. The reader will find numerous misperceptions corrected. The book also includes a
comprehensive bibliography and a listing of collections of medieval art and artifacts and related sites across the United
States and Canada so that readers in North America can see for themselves some of the matters discussed in the book.
Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.

Space, Place, and Motion: Locating Confraternities in the Late Medieval and Early Modern City
Explores how medieval towns and cities received newcomers, and the process by which these 'strangers' became
'neighbours' between 1000 and 1500.

The Merchant of Prato
Animals have played a fundamental role in shaping human history and the study of their remains from archaeological
sites--zooarchaeology--has gradually been emerging as a powerful discipline and crucible for forging an understanding of
our past. The Oxford Handbook of Zooarchaeology offers a cutting-edge compendium of zooarchaeology the world over that
transcends environmental, economic, and social approaches, seeking instead to provide a holistic view of the roles played
by animals in past human cultures. Incisive chapters written by leading scholars in the field incorporate case studies from
across five continents, from Iceland to New Zealand and from Japan to Egypt and Ecuador, providing a sense of the
dynamism of the discipline, the many approaches and methods adopted by different schools and traditions, and an idea of
the huge range of interactions that have occurred between people and animals throughout the world and its history.
Adaptations of human-animal relationships in environments as varied as the Arctic, temperate forests, deserts, the tropics,
and the sea are discussed, while studies of hunter-gatherers, farmers, herders, fishermen, and even traders and urban
dwellers highlight the importance that animals have had in all forms of human societies. With an introduction that clearly
contextualizes the current practice of zooarchaeology in relation to both its history and the challenges and opportunities
that can be expected for the future, and a methodological glossary illuminating the way in which zooarchaeologists
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approach the study of their material, this Handbook will be invaluable not only for specialists in the field, but for anybody
who has an interest in our past and the role that animals have played in forging it.

Sandwich
Medieval Arras was a thriving town on the frontier between the kingdom of France and the county of Flanders, and home to
Europe's earliest surviving vernacular plays: The Play of St. Nicholas, The Courtly Lad of Arras, The Boy and the Blind Man,
The Play of the Bower, and The Play about Robin and about Marion. In A Common Stage, Carol Symes undertakes a cultural
archeology of these artifacts, analyzing the processes by which a handful of entertainments were conceived, transmitted,
received, and recorded during the thirteenth century. She then places the resulting scripts alongside other documented
performances with which plays shared a common space and vocabulary: the crying of news, publication of law, preaching of
sermons, telling of stories, celebration of liturgies, and arrangement of civic spectacles. She thereby shows how groups and
individuals gained access to various means of publicity, participated in public life, and shaped public opinion. And she
reveals that the theater of the Middle Ages was not merely a mirror of society but a social and political sphere, a vital site
for the exchange of information and ideas, and a vibrant medium for debate, deliberation, and dispute. The result is a book
that closes the gap between the scattered textual remnants of medieval drama and the culture of performance from which
that drama emerged. A Common Stage thus challenges the prevalent understanding of theater history while offering the
first comprehensive history of a community often credited with the invention of French as a powerful literary language.
--Claire Sponsler, University of Iowa "Comitatus"

Town Courts and Urban Society in Late Medieval England, 1250-1500
This volume traces the logic of urban political conflict in late medieval Europe's most heavily urbanized regions, Italy and
the Southern Low Countries. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are often associated with the increasing consolidation of
states, but at the same time they also saw high levels of political conflict and revolt in cities that themselves were a lasting
heritage of this period. In often radically different ways, conflict constituted a crucial part of political life in the six cities
studied for this book: Bologna, Florence, and Verona, as well as Liège, Lille, and Tournai. The Logic of Political Conflict in
Medieval Cities argues that such conflicts, rather than subverting ordinary political life, were essential features of the
political systems that developed in cities. Conflicts were embedded in a polycentric political order characterized by multiple
political units and bases of organization, ranging from guilds to external agencies. In this multi-faceted and shifting context,
late medieval city dwellers developed particular strategies of legitimating conflict, diverse modes of behaviour, and various
forms of association through which conflict could be addressed. At the same time, different configurations of these political
units gave rise to specific systems of conflict which varied from city to city. Across all these cities, conflict lay at the basis of
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a distinct form of political organization-and represents the nodal point around which this political and social history of cities
is written.

Urban Panegyric and the Transformation of the Medieval City, 1100-1300
This book examines the Synagoga-Ecclesia motif in the thirteenth century and argues that the figures conveyed a political
message of Christian ascendancy and Jewish submission.

City and Spectacle in Medieval Europe
What was life like in towns and cities in medieval Europe? How did people live, and why was it that some towns grew into
major urban centres while others did not? After the year 1000, all across Europe urban life prospered as it had never done
before. New towns emerged, and established towns and cities grew larger and became more powerful and dominant.
During the later Middle Ages these towns and cities were the focus of religious, political, commercial and social activity; the
places where power, profit, piety and people all came together. Urban life was indeed the making of medieval Europe.
Drawing upon original research, as well as the work of medieval historians, urban archaeologists and historical
geographers, Keith Lilley explores the close relationship that existed between the life of towns in the Middle Ages and the
life within towns. Taking a fresh and challenging approach, this richly-illustrated book will be invaluable to anyone
interested in medieval Europe. It focuses on important themes, including lordship, property, and townscape, and explores
the processes which not only shaped the towns and cities of medieval Europe, but also the people who lived in them.

Medieval Rome
This study offers the first extensive analysis of the function and significance of urban panegyric in the Central Middle Ages,
a flexible literary genre which enjoyed a marked and renewed popularity in the period 1100 to 1300. In doing so, it connects
the production of urban panegyric to major underlying transformations in the medieval city and explores praise of cities
primarily in England, Flanders, France, Germany, Iberia, and Italy (including the South and Sicily). The volume demonstrates
how laudatory ideas on the city appeared in extremely diverse textual formats which had the potential to interact with a
wide audience via multiple textual and material sources. When contextualized within the developments of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries these ideas could reflect more than formulaic, rhetorical outputs for an educated elite, they were
instead integral to the process of urbanisation. In Urban Panegyric and the Transformation of the Medieval City, 1100-1300,
Paul Oldfield assesses the generation of ideas on the Holy City, on counter-narratives associated with the Evil City, on the
inter-relationship between the City and abundance (primarily through discourses on commercial productivity, hinterlands
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and population size), on landscapes and sites of power, and on knowledge generation and the construction of urban
histories. Urban panegyric can enable us to comprehend more deeply material, functional, and ideological change
associated with the city during a period of notable urbanization, and, importantly, how this change might have been
experienced by contemporaries. This study therefore highlights the importance of urban panegyric as a product of, and
witness to, a period of substantial urban change. In examining the laudatory depiction of medieval cities in a thematic
analysis it can contribute to a deeper understanding of civic identity and its important connection to urban transformation.
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